
Rotary die cutting station

Rotary Die Cutting  
& Sheeting Station
Graphium is a modular system that can be expanded to incorporate  
traditional technologies such as flexographic print and a wide range of print 
finishing solutions. This combination enables Graphium to cater for a wide range 
of print applications in addition to those typically associated with digital such as 
targeted marketing, variable data and versioning of complex SKUs.

Graphium widens the range of jobs  
that a printer can choose to print digitally
Graphium brings a new dimension to digital printers 
by offering the user the choice to configure the 
machine either for off-line finishing or with in-line 
finishing taking advantage of the efficiencies of 
single pass processing.

With this flexibility, using Graphium widens the 
range of jobs that a printer can choose to print 
digitally as well as the length of job that can 
economically be processed.

Rotary die cutting technology is widely used  
for the production of labels and packaging  
due to its ease of operation, versatility to cut  
a wide range of substrates, and its ability to  
be set up quickly. 

Adding a rotary die cutting station to Graphium 
enables a wide range of products to be finished 
in a single pass of the machine thus reducing 
processing time, work in progress and delivery time 
to the customer.

Products can be further enhanced by introducing 
cold foil, lamination  
and slitting.
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Features & Benefits
Feature Benefit
Servo driven mid drive Isolates print from converting
Rotary die cutting – Kiss cut from top Profile cutting of labels
Rotary die cutting – Kiss cut from back Medical and logistics labels
Rotary sheeting & profile cutting Cut to sheet, profile cut or cross perforate
Variable length sheeter Cut various sheet lengths with a single tool
Waste matrix removal Strips waste from profile cut labels
Slitting Slit down to multiple lanes across the web
Automatic register control Guarantees accuracy and consistency
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Options & Application
Feature Benefit
Additional rotary die station (max 3) For back cutting or sheeting depending on position
Die lift feature Enable quicker set up and disengagement of tools when not in use
Hydrojacks Enhances tool life
Break-free waste matrix removal Improves waste stripping of complex shapes
Rotary sheer slitting Slitting of filmic and paper substrates
Rotary score slitting Slitting of paper substrates
Back slitting Slitting of liner for edge trim removal
Delivery table Collection of sheeted or profile cut products

Contact one of our Graphium specialists  
to find out more email: graphium@ffei.co.uk
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